**LL.M. – U.S.**  
**Spring Term Textbooks:**

**Introduction to U.S. Constitution and Legal System**  
(Spring entering students only)


**Professional Responsibility**

*Readings from the model rules and other materials available on-line will be assigned. In addition, the following sources are recommended:*


http://www.lexisnexis.com/store/catalog/booktemplate/productdetail.jsp?prodId=46213


**Criminal Law**

*Required:*


**Real Property**

*Required:*

**John Sprankling and Richard Coletta, Property: A Contemporary Approach, 2d (Interactive Casebook Series) (West).**

http://www.amazon.com/Property-Contemporary-Approach-Interactive-Casebooks/dp/0314275541/ref=la_B001HCV3K6_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1394720286&sr=1-2